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Carlsbad is a southern California city that lies within one hundred miles from many neat tourist
attractions. With a wealth of can't miss destinations, like Cardiff-by-the-sea, people flock to the area
every year. When these tourists come to Carlsbad, they are all going to need one thing when they
get there; transportation. Whether it is airport transportation, or transportation to enjoy the town or
visit one of the nearby shopping centers, Carlsbad Taxicab provides a relaxing and enjoyable
experience. They provide a large range of services, and are a five star rated company. Here are
some of the things that make Carlsbad Taxi the best:

A wide coverage area- Carlsbad Cab covers a large number of cities in CA. You can travel
affordably within the vicinities of Del Mar, CA (92014), Cardiff-by-the-Sea (92007), Leucadia,
Encinitas 92023 -92024, Solona Beach (92075), Rancho Santa Fe , Carmel Valley (92130) and
Carlsbad (92009, 92008, 92011) and many more.

Strict standards of Safety: Rider safety is very important to Carlsbad cab. This five star cab
company complies with all laws dictated by the Sheriff Department and the Taxi License Bureau.
Their taxis are maintained to the best mechanical working order. Our cab in Carlsbad also carries
an insurance policy that covers up to one million dollars in damages.

Cleanliness- Carlsbad Taxis are washed, vacuumed, and shampooed regularly.

Different Vehicle models- Depending on your needs, Carlsbad cab offers your choice of a town car,
van, or other types. This can be especially helpful if you are traveling in a large group.

Five Star Taxi drivers- The drivers at Carlsbad cab are selected carefully, and all have a spotless
DMV record. They are always professional, respectful, friendly, and knowledgeable; to better
provide you with a five star taxi experience. They will go out of your way to help you feel more at
home, and are always ready answer any questions you may have about the area.

Inexpensive rates- Much more luxurious than public transportation, Carlsbad offers some of the
cheapest taxi cab flat rates in the state of California.

High Quality Airport Transportation- With two hoursâ€™ notice, Carlsbad will send a taxicab to pick you
up or drop you off with a low flat rate to Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) and a low flat rate to
San Diego international airport (SAN) . Arranging your airport transportation ahead of time can give
you more time to relax and enjoy your vacation. Remember to book your taxi two hours in advance,
if you need a ride to or from the airport.

Personal Transportation-There are many sights to see and places to go in Carlsbad, and the other
cities of the taxi service coverage area. From shopping centers, to amusement parks, using a taxi
as you transportation can make everything just a little more convenient.

So whether you are in need of airport transportation with a flat rate to San Diego, sightseeing
transportation, or just want to enjoy a night on the town, Carlsbad five star taxi is ready to provide
you with excellent five star cab service. Just give them a call, or make a reservation on their website
at: 5star-transportations.com
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